Saint Michael Academy
Our Future Is Now

Your gift makes the difference.

Our Vision
- As the Nashville metro area continues to grow by leaps and bounds,
the Diocese of Nashville, with positive feasibility study results in
hand, has embarked on a collaborative effort with area parishes
to bring the first faith-based regional academic campus to the rolling
hills of Nolensville, Tennessee.

“

This Nolensville complex represents a long-held
dream come to life—with its state-of-the-art
elementary school, a vibrant church, and the
high school to come. St. Michael Academy
will raise the level of excellence in education

- Our world today can seem unsettled and chaotic. Our children need
a safe environment to experience an innovative Catholic education
that is affordable and available to residents in this part of our beautiful
county, where no options exist today.

in Middle Tennessee to new heights. A nurturing
environment that holds in highest regard the
needs of its students with a values-based Catholic
education that will enrich the community and
the region for decades to come.

”

– Rebecca Hammel, Ph.D.

Superintendent of Schools, Catholic Schools Office
Diocese of Nashville

Demographic data suggests
that in addition to the

34%

growth experienced
in Williamson County
over the past 10 years,

population overall
in Williamson County
is projected to continue
increasing through
2040 by almost

120%

- Given this level of anticipated growth together with the increasingly
crowded public school system and the lack of Catholic school
options in the area, or any independent private school option,
the Diocese of Nashville recognized an extraordinary opportunity
to serve our current families on a campus that is perfectly suited
to expand and evolve alongside the rapidly growing community.
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St. Michael
Academy

- Equipped with evidenced-based classroom design
to facilitate independent and collaborative learning

A NEW STANDARD FOR

- 102,000 square feet

CATHOLIC EDUCATION
ON A SPRAWLING CAMPUS

- Newest generation of interactive digital panels to bring
instructional resources into the classroom and provide
differentiated content to small groups of children

INFUSED WITH STATE-

- 1:1 students to iPads/computers

OF-THE-ART FACILITIES;

- Large windows to welcome natural light

INNOVATIVE INDOOR/
OUTDOOR LEARNING
SPACES; A RIGOROUS
CURRICULUM AND AN
EVER-PRESENT PURSUIT
OF TRUTH, BEAUTY
AND GOODNESS
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Our Classrooms

- Sound amplification systems throughout classrooms
to maximize clarity and volume of teacher instruction
- Filtered ventilation system to clean air of common
allergens, viruses and bacteria
- Newest generation of campus-wide security technologies
for safety inside and outside the classroom
- Aesthetically beautiful and coordinated finishes
throughout classrooms and school building
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166

sprawling acres of natural
beauty, nestled in the
rolling hills of Nolensville

- Prime, convenient location with easy
access to interstates 840, 65 and 24
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NASHVILLE
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Spacious amphitheater
for outdoor worship, open-air
learning experiences and
creative dramatic performances

ANTIOCH

- Upon completion, the site will feature
two state-of-the-art academic facilities.
The first focused on grades pre-K to
8 and the second on grades 9 to 12.
At the heart of each school, a beautiful
student chapel centrally located to
support and strengthen the prayer
life of students, faculty and staff
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Holy
Family

- Supporting learners of all academic
abilities through the Hand In Hand
Options program, with spaces dedicated
to providing specialized services
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- An environment that fosters student
engagement through access to advanced
technology, including Innovation & Design
Labs to inspire ingenuity and invention

NOLENSVILLE
St. Philip
FR ANKLIN
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Proposed site
of new church
and school
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MURFREESBORO

- A well-appointed Media Center that
houses rich literature, affords access
to digital and print resources, and offers
ample space for reading nooks and
collaborative meeting rooms

- Dynamic art, theater and music facilities
with substantial classroom space
dedicated to visual and fine arts
- Modern kitchen and dining hall with
rotating daily menus that provide
students with multiple healthy options,
plus alternatives to accommodate
food sensitivities
- Outdoor instruction areas with access
to ground floor classrooms, creating
immersive learning spaces at one
with nature.
- A centrally located natural pond to
provide ample environmental learning
opportunities and foster real-world
problem-solving skills
- Inviting spaces for physical development,
including a full-size gymnasium and
playground with interactive equipment,
as well as ﬁelds dedicated to soccer,
football, lacrosse, track and cross-country

SPRING HILL

Faith and education are foundational in a caring society. This fast-growing community

COLUMBIA

needs both these critical elements now—today. Your generous support can make this
happen. We ask you to prayerfully consider how you and your family can contribute
to better lives for the children of Williamson County and a better future for us all.
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Saint Michael Academy
Our Future Is Now
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stmichael-academy.com
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info@stmichael-academy.com

